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FEBRUARY NEWSLETTER 

February 1, 2024 

CHAIRMAN’S ADDRESS TO CLASS X, XI AND 
XII STUDENTS  
       
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            
 

         On February 1, 2024, students of Class X, XI, and 
XII were privileged to receive valuable     guidance and 
motivation from the respected Principal, Mr. M. Sathish      
Kumar, and the esteemed Chairman,                             
Professor S. P. Dhanavel, in preparation for their              
upcoming Public Examinations. 
           Mr. M. Sathish Kumar's address was marked by an 
uplifting and encouraging tone, as he emphasized the    
importance of approaching the exams with confidence, 
focus, and discipline. He commended the students for 
their dedication and hard work, acknowledging the        
significant amount of time and effort they had invested in 
their studies.. 
         One of the key highlights of Professor Dhanavel's 
address was the emphasis on time management,            
discipline, and a positive attitude in shaping their future. 
He stressed the importance of good preparation, quoting 
the line, 'If you prepare well now, you will fare well in 
your life.' This served as a reminder to the students that 
thorough preparation is key to reducing setbacks     and 
increasing the likelihood of success in life. 
        The Chairman's words left a lasting impact on the 
students, instilling in them a renewed sense of motivation 
and confidence as they prepare for their final exams. His 
guidance and encouragement will undoubtedly serve as a 
source of inspiration as the students embark on this        
crucial phase of their academic journey. 
        Overall, the Chairman's address was a powerful and 
uplifting session, providing the students with valuable 
insights and guidance to navigate their exams and future 
endeavors with confidence and determination. 
 

 

 

February 2, 2024  

Cleanliness drive at the Sri Jalakantheswara Temple 

            On February 2nd, 2024, our Bharat Scouts and 
Guides conducted a successful cleanliness drive at the   
Sri Jalakantheswara Temple in the IIT campus. Armed 
with cleaning supplies, the team diligently cleared the 
temple premises, focusing on both physical cleanliness 
and    raising awareness about responsible waste disposal. 
The initiative not only restored the temple's pristine 
charm but also instilled a sense of community service and             
environmental responsibility among the participants. 
Their efforts made a positive impact on preserving the 
cultural and spiritual heritage of the temple. 

February 3, 2024 

TEACHERS’ ONE DAY TRIP 

            Vana Vani Matriculation Higher Secondary 
School continued its tradition of appreciating its           
educators by organizing a day trip to Olive Resort on 
ECR. The trip, which took place on February 3, 2024, 
saw approximately 75 staff members, including teachers, 
non-teaching staff, and support personnel, enjoy a day of 
relaxation and fun. 
            The day began early, with participants departing 
from the school at 7:00 am. Upon arrival at Olive Resort, 
the staff were greeted warmly and offered a refreshing 
drink followed by a delicious breakfast. The resort staff 
had organized various recreational activities, ensuring 
that everyone had an enjoyable time. From team-building 
games to leisurely strolls in the beautiful surroundings, 
there was something for everyone to enjoy. 
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          The trip was a resounding success, leaving all      
participants with cherished memories. It provided a much
-needed break from their busy schedules and fostered a 
sense of unity among the team. The meticulous planning 
and attention to detail by the Staff Club ensured that the 
outing was truly worthwhile. 
          We would like to extend our heartfelt gratitude to 
the Principal Mr. M. Sathish Kumar and Vice-Principal 
Mrs. Princy Tom for their efforts in arranging the trip, as 
well as to the Management for their support. Their         
contributions were instrumental in making the day a 
memorable one for all involved.  
          In conclusion, the teachers’ one-day trip to Olive 
Resort was a fantastic experience, filled with captured 
moments, packed memories, and recorded happiness. It 
served as a reminder of the importance of taking time to 
relax and bond with colleagues, something that is often 
overlooked in our busy lives. 

February 4, 2024 

BIRD WATCHING  

           The Nature Club of 
Vana Vani Matriculation 
School organized a bird 
watching event for Class IX      
students on February 4, 
2024, at Sri Durga Peeli 
Amman Temple, IIT 
Madras. The event aimed to 

connect students with nature and appreciate the diverse 
flora and fauna in and around the temple. 
           Mr. Hemaraj, an alumnus, led the event and       
provided detailed insights about the birds. He shared his 
excitement and happiness in identifying different species. 
Participants were delighted to spot various birds including 
parakeets, mynas, peafowls, spotted owlets, hoopoes, 
kingfishers, and several species of water birds. 
           The event highlighted the mental and physical 
health benefits of bird watching, including a reduction in 
anxiety, depression, and stress. Participants enjoyed the 

fresh air and sunlight, which significantly improved their 
mental well-being. 
 

               Overall, the bird watching event was a great       
success, allowing students to connect with nature and 
learn about the importance of bird conservation. Special 
thanks to Mr. Hemaraj, Mr. Aravind, Mr. Venkatachalam, 
Mrs. Anuradha, and Mrs. R. Vanitha Bagyalakshmi for 
their valuable contributions to the event. 
 

February 8, 2024 

STANDARD V FIELD TRIP TO EGMORE            
MUSEUM 

       The students of Standard 5 embarked on an            
enriching field trip to the Government Museum in          
Egmore on February 8th, 2024. Accompanied by teachers 
and parent volunteers, the students were immersed in a 
world of history, art, and natural science. 
                The museum's vast collection of artifacts,      
numismatics, zoological specimens, sculptures, paintings, 
and manuscripts offered a panoramic view of our rich  
heritage and the natural world. The students were          
particularly fascinated by the collection of over 300       
animal specimens, including mammals, birds, and         
reptiles, which sparked their curiosity and excitement. 
                The visit proved to be a catalyst for learning, as 
the students delved into the fascinating details of history, 
art, and nature. They were captivated by the exhibits,    
taking notes and asking questions that reflected their    
newfound interest in the subjects. The experience inspired 
them to explore these topics further, both inside and      
outside the classroom. 
                One of the highlights of the trip was an          
animated movie about animals, shown in an                    
air-conditioned 3D theater. This immersive experience 
allowed the children to feel like they were in the midst of 
a wild animal habitat, further igniting their passion for 
learning about the natural world. 
               Beyond academic knowledge, the trip also     
provided valuable lessons in life skills. The students 
learned about sharing, togetherness, public behavior, and 
forgiveness, as they navigated through the museum and 
interacted with each other and the exhibits. 
               In conclusion, the field trip to the Government 
Museum in Egmore was an enlightening and enriching 
experience for the students of Standard 5. It not only 
broadened their horizons but also instilled in them a sense 
of wonder and curiosity about the world around them. 
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February 9, 2024 

STANDARD II FIELD TRIP TO        
DAKSHINACHITRA HERITAGE MUSEUM  

          The students of Standard 2 embarked on an exciting 
field trip to Dakshina Chitra Heritage Museum on        
February 9th, 2024. The purpose of the trip was to        
provide the students with a real-world experience and    
expose them to environments not typically available at 
school. 
         The day began with the students boarding the bus 
with great enthusiasm, eager to explore and learn. Upon 
arrival at Dakshina Chitra Heritage Museum, the students 
were immediately captivated by the sight of models of 
ancient houses and a village arrangement. They were also 
treated to performances of Parai Adam and Mayil Aattam, 
traditional folk music and shadow play from South India, 
which added to the cultural richness of the experience. 
The highlight of the trip was a thrilling bullock cart ride, 
which the children thoroughly enjoyed. 
          The museum's volunteers played a crucial role in 
guiding the students through the various exhibits and 
events, helping them understand the setup and                
significance of what they were witnessing. The students 
learned about different types of houses, including those 
made by weavers and potters. They were particularly     

fascinated by the weaver's house, where brilliant sarees 
were on display, and by watching the potter create pots on 
a wheel with just clay. 
         Walking into houses typical of southern Indian 
states was a memorable experience for the children, as 
they got a glimpse of life in different regions. The bullock 
cart ride and pottery making session were the highlights 
of the trip, leaving a lasting impression on the students 
and enhancing their understanding of traditional crafts 
and lifestyles. 
         In conclusion, the field trip to Dakshina Chitra   
Heritage Museum was an enriching and memorable      
experience for the students of Standard 2. It not only     
provided them with valuable knowledge about different 
cultures and lifestyles but also ignited their curiosity and 
appreciation for our rich heritage. 

February 9, 2024 

STANDARD I FIELD TRIP TO BIRLA  
PLANETARIUM 

          On February 9th, 2024, the students of Standard I 
embarked on an exciting field trip to Birla Planetarium. 
This trip was a fascinating journey across the universe, 
offering the students a glimpse into the vastness of space 
and the wonders it holds. 
          The students were filled with excitement as they 
entered the planetarium, eager to explore and learn. They 
were amazed to see the 3D representations of the Solar 
System, different planets, the sky, Earth, comets, shooting 
meteoroids, and the stellar cycle. The immersive           
experience provided by the planetarium's dome theatre 
made the students feel like they were actually traveling 
through space, filling them with a sense of wonder and 
awe. 
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         One of the highlights of the trip was a 3D show 
about dinosaurs, which took the students back to the era 
of dinosaurs. The lifelike visuals and immersive sound 
effects captivated the students, transporting them to a    
prehistoric world and sparking their imagination. 

        Overall, the visit to Birla Planetarium was a          
stimulating and educational experience for the students of 
Class 1. It not only provided them with valuable 
knowledge about space and celestial bodies but also      
inspired their imagination and left a lasting impact on 
their understanding of the universe  

February 9, 2024 

STANDARD III FIELD TRIP TO CHENNAI RAIL 
MUSEUM  
   The students of class III were taken to an             
excursion to the Chennai Rail Museum (ICF) on 9th of 
February,2024. 

The bus journey was thoroughly enjoyed by the 
children. The children were first taken for a joy ride in the 
toy train. The train ride with their friends was a           
memorable experience for the students. Then, the students 
were shown throughout the museum to view the engines 
that were in operation during the early years of railways. 
The year of manufacture and the engines, which predated 
independence, astounded the kids. After that, the students 
were taken to the museum building, which included      
significant pictures and engine models. The museum also 
included a number of artifacts that were originally utilized 
during the train ride, such as the horn, speedometer, and 
signaling system. The students also had access to the    
genuine pantry and compartments of the model train.  

The students then witnessed a working model of 
the electrical engine. It was incredible to see the            
youngsters see a functioning replica of an electrical       
engine. Later, the kids spent time at the play area after 
lunch, which rejuvenated them. After taking a special 
group photo at the location, the class members boarded 
the bus to head back to school. The excursion provided an 
excellent opportunity to the students to bond, explore, 
share and learn. 

February 9, 2024 

STANDARD IV FIELD TRIP TO POLICE MUSEUM 
AND VIVEKANANDA HOUSE  

 

            The students of 
class IV were taken on an         
excursion on 9th February 
2024 to the Police        
Museum and                    
Vivekananda Illam.  

            The bus journey was thoroughly enjoyed by the 
children. The Police Museum in Egmore was the first   
destination for the children.  

            Police Museum in Egmore: The Tamil Nadu State 
Police Museum at Egmore, Chennai, has been opened to 
the public and was unveiled by the Honourable Chief 
Minister of Tamil Nadu Mr. M.K. Stalin on 28th,          
September 2021. The museum holds artifacts that are     
almost 200 years old. The building that housed the         
museum was the old Commissioner's office of Chennai 
Police from 1856 to 2013.   

            Volunteers took the children to the police museum 
and gave them a clear explanation to make it easy for the 
students to understand. The students were pleased and had 
a good time.    

             Vivekananda Illam: Since Swami Vivekananda's 
stay in 1897, Vivekananda House has been an historic 
place of inspiration. The life history of Swami                
Vivekananda was briefly explained by a volunteer.        
Students enjoyed watching 3D and video show there. All 
students received snacks and books for free from                      
volunteers.   
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February 9, 2024 

CLASS IX FIELD TRIP: EXPLORING                  
TIRUVOTTIYUR 

        On February 9, 2024, the students of Class IX       
embarked on an educational field trip to Tiruvottiyur, 
which turned out to be a day filled with learning,            
exploration, and fun. The trip was meticulously planned 
to provide the students with a well-rounded educational 
experience. 
       The day began early, with the students departing from 
school at 7:30 a.m. and reaching the CUMI factory at 
8:30 a.m. Upon arrival, they were greeted with a delicious 
breakfast in the factory's canteen, setting a positive tone 
for the rest of the day. The factory staff then provided    
important safety instructions before taking the students in 
groups to explore the process of making carborundum 
grinding wheels. This hands-on experience was both      
educational and engaging, giving the students a firsthand 
look at industrial processes. 
       After the factory visit, the students enjoyed a           
delightful lunch in a serene park, providing them with a 
much-needed break before the next leg of their journey. 
The next stop was St. Mary's Church in the Secretariat 
area, where a knowledgeable guide shared the rich history 
of the church, which is renowned as the oldest British 
building in India. This historical insight added depth to 
the students' understanding of colonial history in India. 
         The highlight of the trip was the visit to the           
Vivekananda Memorial, where the students were          
captivated by the paintings and pictures depicting the life 
and teachings of Swami Vivekananda. A 3D movie about 
Swami Vivekananda further enhanced their understanding 
and left them feeling inspired. The trip concluded with a 
visit to the meditation hall of Vivekananda, where the    
students had the opportunity to experience a moment of 
calm and reflection. 
         Overall, the field trip was a resounding success, 
providing the students with a unique blend of education 
and entertainment. It not only expanded their knowledge 
but also ignited a sense of curiosity and appreciation for 
history and culture. The trip will undoubtedly leave a   
lasting impression on the students, inspiring them to     
continue exploring and learning beyond the classroom. 

February 10, 2024 

NURSERY SPORTS DAY 2023-24: A Day of Fun,      
Fitness, and Friendship 

           Nursery Sports Day at our school was a resounding 
success, held on 10th February 2023. The event was 
graced by the presence of Professor S.R. Manam, who 
served as the chief guest for the day, adding prestige and 
honor to the occasion. 
           The day commenced with a beautiful prayer song 
performed by our youngest students, setting a peaceful 
and harmonious tone for the event. This was followed by 
three impressive Mass Drills presented by the students of 
UKG. These drills not only showcased their physical  
abilities but also highlighted their coordination and     
teamwork through synchronized movements, much to the 
delight of the audience. 
          One of the highlights of the day was the captivating 
performances of three enthusiastic girls from UKG, who 
mesmerized the audience with their silambam and skating 
skills. Their performances were a true testament to their 
dedication and talent. 
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          One of the highlights of the day was the captivating 
performances of three enthusiastic girls from UKG, who 
mesmerized the audience with their silambam and skating 
skills. Their performances were a true testament to their 
dedication and talent. 
          The sports day also featured a variety of track 
events tailored for both LKG and UKG students, which 
not only promoted athleticism but also instilled the value 
of participation and sportsmanship. It was heartening to 
see every participant being recognized for their efforts, as 
all were awarded a medal, ensuring the "Everyone's a 
winner" concept was upheld. 
          The day concluded with a fun-filled event for       
parents, the tug of war, which added an element of        
excitement and involvement from the entire school      
community. Laughter and cheers filled the air as parents 
and teachers enthusiastically participated in this             
traditional game. 
       Overall, Nursery Sports Day 2023-24 was a            
delightful event, filled with energy, enthusiasm,            
entertainment, and most importantly, a sense of             
camaraderie and friendship. It was a day where students 
not only showcased their physical abilities but also 
learned the values of teamwork, perseverance, and     
sportsmanship, making it a truly memorable experience 
for everyone involved. 

February 10, 2024 

EMPOWERING YOUTH THROUGH                      
ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP:  A BEACH 
CLEANUP INITIATIVE  

          In a remarkable display of community spirit and 
environmental consciousness, a group of nearly 25        
dynamic students from the VIII grade, accompanied by 
their dedicated teacher coordinator, Ms. Gitanjali     
Elangovan, embarked on a meaningful journey to Basant 
Nagar beach, adjacent to the Astalakshmi Temple, for a 
transformative beach cleanup initiative. 
          As the morning sun began to illuminate the horizon, 
the students and volunteers from EFI (Environmental 
Foundation of India) converged at the beach, their shared 
mission igniting a sense of purpose and camaraderie. 
Guided by the expertise of EFI volunteers, the students 
eagerly delved into their assigned tasks after a brief yet 
insightful introduction and orientation session conducted 
by the volunteers. 
          The clock struck 7:15 am, marking the              
commencement of the cleanup endeavor, which persisted 
with unwavering determination until 8:30 am. Through 
their concerted efforts, the young stewards meticulously 
gathered a staggering 30 sack bags brimming with        
plastic and non-biodegradable waste, symbolizing their 
commitment to restoring the pristine beauty of the      
coastline. 
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         Undeterred by the arduous nature of their task, the 
students fervently cleared a stretch spanning 300 meters, 
recognizing the invaluable lesson imparted by their        
actions – the imperative to refrain from indiscriminate 
disposal of plastic waste in beach and open environments. 
Each student, adorned with placards adorned with      
poignant quotes elucidating the deleterious impacts of 
plastics, served as a beacon of awareness and advocacy, 
enlightening passersby and fellow beachgoers. 
         In extending our heartfelt gratitude, we extend our 
sincerest appreciation to the proactive involvement of the 
parents, whose enthusiastic participation amplified the 
efficacy of this noble endeavor. Additionally, we express 
our profound gratitude to the management for their       
unwavering support and encouragement, which             
empowered us to undertake this commendable social      
responsibility. 
        Through this collaborative effort, these young      
champions not only exemplified the ethos of                  
environmental stewardship but also epitomized the     
transformative potential of collective action in nurturing a 
sustainable future for generations to come. 

February 13, 2024 

ORIENTATION PROGRAM ON RIDS                 
CONDUCTED BY BRITISH COUNCIL 

             An online orientation program was conducted by 
the British Council on 13th February 2024, attended by 
the Principal, Vice Principal, and the RIDS team            
coordinators of our school. The program aimed to brief 
teachers on the process, timeline, and assessment       
schedule of the RIDS (Research, Investigation, and       
Discovery Skills) program, while also providing an     
overview of its aim and structure. 
          The session proved to be highly informative and 

beneficial for all attendees. It provided a comprehensive 
understanding of the RIDS program, ensuring that      
teachers are well-equipped to implement it effectively. 
The program's emphasis on research, investigation, and 
discovery skills aligns with the school's commitment to 
holistic education, aiming to develop students' critical 
thinking, problem-solving, and analytical skills. 
          The Principal, Vice Principal, and RIDS team       
coordinators found the orientation program to be highly 
valuable, as it not only clarified the program's objectives 
but also provided practical insights into its                     
implementation. They appreciated the efforts of the      
British Council in organizing such a detailed and          
well-structured orientation session. 
          Overall, the orientation program on RIDS           
conducted by the British Council was a resounding       
success, providing teachers with the necessary knowledge 
and tools to implement the program effectively. It is      
expected to enhance the quality of education and learning 
outcomes at our school, contributing to the overall        
development of our students. 
FEBRUARY 15, 2024 

RIDS ACTION PLANNING WORKSHOP:             
ENHANCING INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION IN 
SCHOOLS 

          Mrs. Geetha Sukumar and Mrs. J. S. Vijayalakshmi 
recently participated in a one-day RIDS - Action Planning 
Workshop conducted by the British Council at             
Shri Natesan Vidyasala, Mannivakkam on 15th February 
2024. The workshop aimed to provide a clear                
understanding of the RIDS project, which stands for 
Recognition on an International Dimension in Schools 
program. 
           The workshop was highly interactive, engaging 
participants in discussions and activities that helped     
clarify the objectives and implementation strategies of the 
RIDS project. Mrs. Geetha Sukumar and                      
Mrs. J. S. Vijayalakshmi found the session to be             
enlightening, as it not only cleared any confusion          
regarding the RIDS project but also provided them with 
practical insights and action plans for its successful        
implementation in our school. 
            The workshop emphasized the importance of      
integrating an international dimension into the school    
curriculum, aiming to broaden students' perspectives and 
enhance their global awareness. It highlighted the various 
components of the RIDS project, including the process of 
internationalizing the curriculum, developing partnerships 
with schools abroad, and engaging students in             
cross-cultural learning experiences. 
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February 15, 2024 

SCHOOL FELICITATION FOR 100% HIGHER 
SECONDARY EXAMINATION RESULT  

 

           The Department of Education honored our school 
for achieving a remarkable 100% pass rate in the Higher 
Secondary Examination 2022-2023. The felicitation        
ceremony took place on the 14th of February, 2024, at 
MCC School. Certificates of appreciation were presented 
to the subject teachers whose guidance helped students 
achieve perfect scores in their respective subjects. 
           Continuing the celebration, our Principal organized 
a felicitation ceremony at the school's auditorium on the 
15th of February, 2024. Our esteemed Chairman presided 
over the event and personally awarded certificates to the 
deserving teachers. He expressed his pride in their 
achievements and encouraged all teachers to continue 
bringing such accolades to our school. 

S.No TEACHER’S NAME STANDARD SUBJECT 
No. of  
CENTUM 

1 
MRS.PRINCY TOM XII PHYSICS 1 

2 
Dr.(Mrs.) REJI MONSON XII CHEMISTRY 4 

3 
MRS.S.METILDA XII ACCOUNTANCY 5 

4 
MRS,METILDA XII COMMERCE 6 

5 
MRS.M. VIJAYA ABIRAMI XII CSC 5 

6 
MRS.R. AKILANDESWARI XII MATHS 2 

7 
MRS. SREE DEVI XII MATHS 1 

8 
MRS. SREE DEVI XII BM 3 

9 
MRS. M.GEETHA XII ECONOMICS 1 

10 
MRS. DEEPA FREDRICK XI PHYSICS 1 

11 
MRS. M. VIJAYA ABIRAMI XI CSC 4 

12 
MRS. S. METILDA XI ACCOUNTANCY 1 

13 
MS.S. LALLI X MATHS 1 

14 
MRS. JENIBHA X MATHS 1 
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February 16, 2024 

Class VI Field Trip - Dakshinachitra  

            On the 16th of February 2024, Class VI students 
visited Dakshinachitra, a cultural heritage center in     
Chennai. The collection of 18 authentic historical houses 
showcased diverse lifestyles from Kerala, Andhra          
Pradesh, Karnataka, and Tamil Nadu, providing hands-on 
experiences and deeper insights into regional cultures. 
The engaging art gallery featured modern artworks, and 
students witnessed traditional processes like cloth       
weaving and pottery-making. The display of wooden     
artifacts highlighted the craftsmanship of earlier times, 
offering a comprehensive understanding of the rich       
cultural diversity across South India. This field trip 
proved to be an educational and immersive experience, 
fostering appreciation for our country's history and         
traditions among the students. 

February 16, 2024 

Class VII - Farm Guru Field Trip  

        On February 16, 2024, 119 students from Class 7 
embarked on a one-day educational trip to Farm Guru in 
Sholavaram. Beginning at 7 am, the students reached the 
destination by 8:30 am. The trip aimed to provide       
practical insights into various farming practices,            
organic farming benefits, and challenges faced by       
farmers. 
       The students actively participated in hands-on         
activities such as sowing, ploughing, and transplantation, 
earning the title of "One-day Farmers." They also enjoyed 
rides on a bullock cart and tractor, adding a touch of       
excitement to the educational experience. 

 

            Farm Guru provided healthy organic meals,        
including breakfast, lunch, and snacks. Towards the end 
of the day, students pledged to prioritize healthier eating 
habits for their families and to appreciate the efforts of 
farmers when purchasing vegetables. 
            Farm Guru emphasized essential life skills,       
teaching students how to feed themselves and live         
responsibly within a community. The trip concluded with 
a memorable and educational experience for Class 7,     
fostering a deeper understanding of agriculture and a 
commitment to healthier living. 

February 16, 2024 

FIELD TRIP TO MAHABALIPURAM AND SEA 
SHELL MUSEUM FOR VIII GRADERS 

“Shells and Stones: Exploring Mahabalipuram's        
Ancient Wonders and the Sea Shell Museum" 

           The field trip to Mahabalipuram and Sea Shell   
Museum for the students of VIII on February 16, 2024, 
was a memorable and exciting one. The trip proved to be 
an enriching experience for our students, providing them 
with valuable insights into the art and architecture of     
Pallavas Temples and Caves. Witnessing the intricate 
work of artisans and sculptors left them awe-inspired,      
instilling a sense of pride in our rich cultural heritage. 
           The Sea Shell Museum, with its vibrant and         
diverse displays, opened a fascinating world of marine 
life for our students. From beautiful and rare species of 
fishes to various models of boats and fishing equipment, 
the museum offered a comprehensive view of the sea's     
wonders. Additionally, the exploration of pearls, shells, 
and even a glimpse into the enchanting world of           
dinosaurs through sound and motion effects added an  
extra layer of excitement to the trip. 
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           The students particularly enjoyed the                 
three-dimensional paintings room, providing a fun and 
interactive experience that brought smiles to their faces. 
The Horror House, although giving them goosebumps, 
added an element of thrill that they thoroughly enjoyed. 

February 17, 2024 

WORKSHOP ON CAPACITY BUILDING FOR   
FOSTERING CLIMATE RESILIENCE 

           A day-long workshop on Capacity Building for 
Fostering Climate Resilience, organized by the Sri         
Ramachandra Institute of Higher Education and Research, 
was attended by Ms. Gitanjali Elangovan and               
Ms. Padmavathi on February 17th, 2024. The workshop 
featured insightful sessions addressing the critical          
intersection of Climate Change and Health Impacts, with 
Dr. Kalpana Balakrishnan, the Dean of Research at        
SRIHER, highlighting the profound consequences of     
inaction. She emphasized how climate change poses a    
significant threat to a healthy life. 
           Adding a creative perspective, Mr. Chitravina N. 
Ravikumar, from Planet Symphony for Environment,    
introduced a new dimension to the 3R formula,             
advocating for Roof greening, Rainwater harvesting, and 
Renewable energy. He conveyed the message that       
transforming conventional rooftops (Mottai madi) into 
green spaces (Pachai madi) is essential for a better        
environmental future. 
          Eminent Nuclear Scientist, Mr. Daniel Chellappa, 
raised awareness about "Day Zero" and presented various 
water conservation initiatives undertaken by the Tamil 
Nadu Government. His session aimed to alert participants 
about the impending water crisis and the need for          
proactive measures. 
 

 

           The workshop provided a platform for renowned 
speakers to share their expertise with school teachers,  
empowering them to effectively convey the message of 
climate resilience to the younger generations. The insights 
gained from the workshop are poised to have a lasting 
impact, equipping educators with the knowledge and   
motivation to instill a sense of responsibility towards   
climate issues among students. The collective efforts of 
such initiatives play a crucial role in building a               
sustainable and resilient future. 
WIPRO EARTHIAN PROJECT 2023-24 

           In October 2023, 
twenty-six (26) teams     
comprising students from 
class 6 to 12 in our school 
actively          participated 
in the Wipro Earthian       
Project. Facilitated by the 
CPREEC Foundation, this 

initiative is Wipro's  Sustainability Education program 
designed for schools. The program aims to foster an      
interdisciplinary understanding of sustainability topics 
and provide diverse perspectives to enhance the             
significance of sustainability education. 
          The participating teams engaged in various topics 
under the program, including Solid Waste Management, 
Sustainability – Water, and Biodiversity. Each team      
embraced the activities with enthusiasm, which             
encompassed constructing working models, conducting 
case studies, conveying messages through games,           
interviews, and water quality testing. The students 
demonstrated a comprehensive understanding of the socio
-related problems associated with each topic and proposed 
viable solutions. Their insights were effectively presented 
in their final presentations. 
           It is with great pride that we announce one of our 
teams, specializing in the Biodiversity Project from class 
12 B, as the Regional Winner. The exceptional team 
members include: 
1. Harshini. C.V 

2. Ridhi.R 

3. Premkumar.V 

4. Sriman.V 

5. Vasantha Kumar.P 

          Mrs. Princy Tom provided valuable guidance to the 
winning team throughout the project. 
          The success of our students in the Wipro Earthian 
Project 2023-24 is a testament to their dedication,           
understanding, and innovative problem-solving skills  
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        We extend our gratitude to the CPREEC Foundation 
and Wipro for providing this platform that encourages 
students to actively contribute to sustainable solutions. 

February 21, 2024 

VISIT TO TN LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY   

         On February 21, 2024, the Department of Social 
Science organized a one-day visit for 28 students of 
Grade IX to the TN Legislative Assembly at Fort            
St. George Secretariat. The purpose was to enhance their 
understanding of the Unicameral Legislative Assembly 
and its proceedings. The students had the opportunity to 
observe ministers responding to opposition questions. 
        Security measures were stringent, with thorough 
checks and prohibitions on various items, including       
mobile phones. Despite the tight security, officials         
ensured a friendly and hospitable environment. At 11:00 
am, teachers and students entered the meeting hall,        
witnessing Assembly proceedings for approximately 40 
minutes. 
        Following the visit, they explored the                    
Fort St. George Museum before returning to school by 
1:15 PM. The trip provided valuable insights into          
legislative processes and government functioning.         
Notably, after the visit, the students were interviewed by 
Sun News, offering them an opportunity to share their 
impressions and reflections on the legislative visit.  

February 22, 2024 

RHAPSODY ROCKS ON FEBRUARY 22, 2024  

          The Rhapsody rocked on the 22nd of February, 
2024. It was a vibrant display of talent and enthusiasm by 
UKG students. The children showcased their skills 
through various performances and presentations, making 
it a truly memorable event. 
          Some of the highlights included lively renditions of 
the 'Popcorn' song by some students, and a captivating 
skit on the sense organs performed by others. Many       
students also presented charts and models related to the 
sense organs, accompanied by informative speeches. 
          The event lived up to its name, with the children's 
performances truly rocking the stage. Mr. Arunabh 
Bhattacharjee, Relationship Manager of Rhapsody, shared 
his insights from his visit to Nursery Rhapsody Rocks, 
adding to the event's success and excitement. 

February 23,2024 

NSS VALEDICTORY FUNCTION 

         The National Service Scheme (NSS) valedictory 
function was held on February 23, 2024, at the school   
auditorium. Dr. Sampath Kumar, DLO/R Chennai, graced 
the occasion as the chief guest. The event commenced 
with a prayer song, followed by the NSS song and the 
rendition of the Tamil Thaai Vazhthu. 
        A detailed monthly report was presented through a 
PowerPoint presentation, highlighting the core ideals of 
NSS and providing valuable insights to the attendees.      
Dr. Sampath Kumar addressed the gathering, sharing his 
thoughts and perspective on community service and social 
responsibility. 
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           The vice principal, also present at the event, lauded 
the diligent efforts of the school's NSS unit over the years 
and expressed her blessings and affection towards the    
participants. The program concluded with the distribution 
of prizes to the girls who participated in the Republic Day 
parade, recognizing their dedication and commitment. 
          The NSS girls' unit successfully concluded their 
service tenure with the valedictory function, marking the 
culmination of their efforts in serving the community and 
fostering a spirit of social responsibility among students. 

CLUB REPORTS 2023-24 

 

LIFE SKILL CLUB FOR STD I A, I B AND   I C  
TEACHER COORDINATORS: Mrs. Vishnupriya.K 
Mrs. Vasanthi.S 

"Give opportunity, Trust the children, Try more. She/he 
will certainly initiate to learn" 

           The Life Skills Club at our school provided an     
opportunity for students in Standard 1 to practice essential 
life skills under the theme of 'Getting Ready for School.' 
These skills included dressing up, putting on and taking 
off socks, lacing, organizing school bags and lunch bags, 
walking on the line, climbing the staircase, keeping the 
place clean, and reading a book. These activities aimed to 
promote independence among students. 
          The club sessions took place during the 7th and 8th 
periods on Fridays, allowing students to practice these 
skills in a structured and supportive environment. The 
culmination of the activities was held on February 14th, 
2024. Children enthusiastically participated in all the      
activities, showcasing their newfound skills and            
independence. 
         The teachers in charge of the Life Skills Club,      
Mrs. Vishnupriya .K and Mrs. Vasanthi .S, played a       
crucial role in guiding and supporting the students 
throughout the club sessions. Their dedication and       
commitment to the students' learning were evident in the 
students' enthusiastic participation and the successful          
culmination of the   activities. 
          The Life Skills Club has not only helped students 
develop essential life skills but has also instilled in them a 
sense of confidence and independence, preparing them for 
future challenges. 

 

ART CLUB FOR STD I A, I B AND I C  
TEACHER COORDINATOR: Mrs. N. Sandhiya 

"Art enables you to not only forget yourself but rediscover 
yourself in the process." 

          The Art Club for Class 1, under the guidance of 
Mrs. N. Sandhiya, has been a platform for students to    
express themselves creatively and positively. Art is not 
just calming and entertaining; it is also a means of         
self-expression and self-discovery. 
         The club's culmination day was held on February 
16, where all the children's drawings were displayed on 
the notice board. The event included an art relay, where 3 
groups of children participated in creating art on a given 
topic. The group art relay was a fun and engaging activity 
that allowed children to collaborate and create together. 
Additionally, live art painting was displayed on the notice 
board, showcasing the children's artistic skills. 
         The grandparents of the children appreciated the 
artwork, highlighting the joy and pride the children felt in 
showcasing their creations. 
         Participation in art helps children develop a range of 
skills, including creativity, fine motor skills,               
problem-solving, decision-making, communication, and 
emotional expression. The Art Club has provided a      
platform for children to explore and develop these skills 
in a supportive and encouraging environment. 
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NATURE CLUB FOR STD II AND III  
TEACHER COORDINATOR: Mrs. Vanitha 
Bagyalakshmi 
 

         The Nature Club for Classes 2 and 3 had a           
successful culmination day, showcasing the students'     
engagement and enthusiasm for nature-related activities. 
Under the guidance of Mrs. Vanitha Bagyalakshmi, the 
club organized various activities that fostered a love for 
nature and environmental conservation. 
        The club began with a refreshing nature walk,         
allowing students to explore the flora around the school. 
They observed different types of trees, flowers, and roots, 
sparking creative ideas that were later expressed through 
unique nature images drawn both inside and outside the 
classroom. 
        As part of their environmental initiatives, students 
planted numerous saplings, including herbs, trees, and 
flowering plants, in preparation for the upcoming rainy 
season. They also pledged to care for specific plants at 
school by watering them with daily leftover water from 
their water bottles, demonstrating a sense of responsibility 
towards nature. 
       The nature hunt event was a highlight, where students 
had a lot of fun discovering various insects and plants, 
further enhancing their understanding and appreciation of 
nature's biodiversity. 
       The club also celebrated Van Mahotsav Day in the 
first week of July 2023, emphasizing the importance of 
tree plantation and environmental conservation. 
        As a gesture of goodwill, the Nature Club donated 
seeds of fruits, vegetables, flowers, and six potted          
medicinal plants to the Primary block, along with seed 
balls to the school. Additionally, they displayed their     
nature-based activities, including decorated mud pots,     
designs with sea shells, and nature drawing and colouring 
work. 

      The children thoroughly enjoyed being part of the    
Nature Club and expressed a desire to explore more in the 
coming days, showing a keen interest in environmental 
conservation and nature preservation.  

THE KINESTHETIC MATHS CLUB –                      
STD II AND III  
Teachers-in-Charge: Mrs. Thilagavathi.M &             
Mrs. Manjula.P  

 

          To enhance social and cognitive skills, promote 
positive social interactions, and cultivate values such as 
discipline and persistence. Students also develop skills 
like creative thinking, problem-solving, and observation 
through engaging in creative kinesthetic activities. 
         The Kinesthetic Maths Club Culmination Day was 
celebrated on February 15th for classes II and III.         
Students enthusiastically participated and shared their  
experiences with Kinesthetic Maths, highlighting how 
they enjoyed learning mathematical concepts through 
physical movement and materials during the Primary      
assembly. 
          Additionally, an Open Bingo game activity was   
organized for all classes in the Primary section to spark 
interest in numbers among students. The level of            
participation exceeded expectations, indicating the      
success of the initiative in fostering a love for              
mathematics. 

ENGLISH CLUB – STD II and III 

TEACHER COORDINATOR: Mrs. N M Latha 

           The English Club for STD 2 and 3 in the academic 
year 2023-24, coordinated by Mrs. N M Latha, actively 
engaged students in various language-based activities to 
enhance their English language skills. The club included 
41 students who participated in activities such as           
role-playing, vocabulary games, creative writing           
exercises, storytelling, and grammar games. These        
activities provided a platform for students to explore and 
develop their English language skills. 
 

            The Club Culmination Day was held on February 
17, 2024, in the school assembly. Some students         
showcased activities like Roleplay and Vocabulary games, 
while Avani of class 2 shared her experience of happy 
learning throughout the year. The club created an          
engaging and supportive learning environment for         
students to improve their English proficiency. 
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SPELL BEE CLUB FOR STD. II AND III 

TEACHER COORDINATOR: Deepa Sinha 

 

           The Spell Bee Club 
for students in standards 2 
and 3 has been a platform for 
showcasing their word            
vocabulary skills through 
various engaging activities.   

Under the guidance of  Coordinator Deepa Sinha, the club 
sessions were designed to be both educational and         
enjoyable. 
            The club organized a series of activities to         
enhance students' vocabulary skills. The first round, 
"Spell o Spell," involved 37 students divided into two 
teams. Each team was presented with words related to a 
theme, and every child had the opportunity to listen and 
spell the word correctly. 
           Another activity, "Guess the Word," required       
students to view pictures and guess and spell the correct 
word. This activity not only tested their spelling skills but 
also their ability to associate words with images. 
           In the final round, students participated in a word 
chain activity. They had to continuously pick the last      
letter of the previous word and guess the next English 
word, spelling it out. This activity helped reinforce their 
spelling and word association skills in a fun and           
interactive manner. 
           The Spell Bee Club's activities were not only       
entertaining but also provided a fantastic learning         
experience for the students. It showcased their skills and 
enthusiasm for language learning and vocabulary       
building. 
            Overall, the Spell Bee Club has been a valuable 
addition to our extracurricular activities, providing        
students with a platform to showcase their linguistic     
abilities and fostering a love for language learning.  
LANGUAGE SKILL CLUB 

TEACHER COORDINATOR- Mrs. G. Mohanambal 
           The Language Skill Club, led by G Mohanambal, 
aimed to develop students' basic speaking skills in both 
English and Tamil through engaging activities. The       
objectives included listening and following instructions, 

understanding the language, and responding confidently 
in the classroom environment. 
 

         Term 1 activities focused on action words and    
classroom behaviour, while Term 2 involved delivering 
speeches about oneself in English and Tamil. Term 3      
included activities related to cultural celebrations and 
community visits. 
         The club culmination day on February 16th featured 
skits in English and Tamil. The English skit depicted 
friends planning and executing a Pongal celebration, 
showcasing effective teamwork. The Tamil skit portrayed 
a surprise visit to a friend's house for her birthday,           
followed by a trip to a vegetable shop to prepare a healthy 
meal together. These skits highlighted social behaviour 
and teamwork in various scenarios, showcasing the       
students' speaking skills and creativity. 

WEALTH FROM WASTE CLUB Std. IV And V 

TEACHER COORDINATOR- Mrs. Selvia 

         The Wealth from Waste Club for STD 4 & 5 in the 
primary section, coordinated by Mrs. Selvia, aimed to 
highlight the concept of "Wastes as Wealth," emphasizing 
the value of recycling. The club focused on converting 
waste materials such as paper, plastic, glass, clothes, pista 
shells, and caskets into reusable products. 
         Students actively participated in creating simple     
reusable products, finding the activities interesting and 
enjoyable. They not only had fun and entertainment but 
also learned valuable lessons on recycling waste            
materials. The club sessions included displaying photos of 
some activities, enhancing the learning experience for the 
students. 
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PRIMARY TAMIL CLUB STD. IV AND V  

TEACHER COORDINATOR:   
Mrs. K. Mala                                        

த ொடக்கப்பள்ளி -  மிழிலக்கியச ்சங்கம் 

               வகுப்பு நான்கு மற்றும் ஐந்தாம் வகுப்பு 
மாணவரக்ளுக்கு முத்தமிழ் கலைகள் 
கற்றுத்தரப்பட்டன. தமிழ்த்தாய் வாழ்த்து,பாரதியார ்
பாடை்கள். கலதகள், 
தனிநடிப்பு,நாடகம்,விடுகலத,விை்லுப்பாடட்ு, 
நலகசச்ுலவஉலர,சிைம்பாட்டம், 
ஒயிைாட்டம்,நாடட்ுப்புறப்பாடை்கள், 
பாடட்ுக்குப்பாடட்ு மற்றும் நடனம் பபான்ற பை 
சசயை்பாடுகளிை் மாணவரக்ள் மகிழ்சச்ியாகப் 
பங்பகற்று தங்கள் திறலமகலளசவளிப்படுத்தினர.் 
தமிழிைக்கியச ் சங்க உசச்கட்டம் அன்று 
மாணவரக்ள் பமலடயிை் விை்லுப்பாடட்ு மற்றும் 
நாடகத்தின் மூைம் தங்களின் தனித்திறலமலய 
சவளிப்படுத்தினர.் 

 

FIRELESS COOKING CLUB STD IV AND V 

TEACHER COORDINATOR: Mrs. V. Indumathi 
         The Fireless Cooking Club in Primary aimed to      
enhance students' skills and knowledge through          
teamwork, bonding, and cooking activities. Students had 
the opportunity to develop various skills such as          
measurement, number concepts, following directions,     
sequencing, health and hygiene practices, gross and fine 
motor skills, concentration, creativity, teamwork,          
responsibility, and bonding time while learning to cook 
nutritious and healthy recipes. 
        Recipes prepared in the club included Carrot         
Kossambari, Wet & Dry Aval, Gopal Kala, Mango Salsa, 
Pumpkin Soup, ABC Juice, Sandwich, Lime Juice, Kara 
Pori, Salads, among others. Students also learned about a 
variety of spices and their benefits, as well as              
kitchen-related action words. Cleaning up after cooking 
was also emphasized to instill a sense of responsibility. 
       The Club Culmination showcased the students'        
enthusiasm and skills as they paired off and presented     
recipes they had learned in class. The dishes, including 
Nutritious Smoothie, Paanagam, Vellai Aval, Lime Juice, 
Dahi Poori, Sprout Salad, Fruit Salad Tikka, Kara Pori, 
Masala Peanut, and others, were displayed along with the 

menu and dish names. Students from classes 4 and 5      
eagerly visited the display, sampled the dishes, and       
celebrated the culmination of their cooking journey.  

PUPPETRY CLUB 

TEACHER COORDINATOR:  
                                      Mrs. J.S.Vijayalakshmi 
            The Puppetry Club at our school was established 
to cultivate students' skills in a unique form of              
performance art while allowing them to remain behind the 
scenes. Puppetry involves the manipulation of puppets, 
which are often inanimate objects resembling human or 
animal figures. 
            The club provided a platform for students with a 
shared interest in puppetry to come together and            
collaborate. The allure of miniaturizing life through     
puppetry was a driving force behind the students'           
involvement in the club. 
            To introduce students to the art form, the club 
showcased various puppet shows through videos. It       
emphasized that puppetry is not just a form of                  
entertainment but also a powerful medium for                    
disseminating knowledge, incorporating elements of               
literature, painting, sculpture, music, dance, and drama. 
Additionally, puppetry is a cost-effective way to                 
educate school students. 
            The club consisted of 28 students from standard 4 
and 5, divided into 3 groups. Each group worked on       
developing scripts and performed puppetry using different 
styles, including soft puppets, stick puppets, and shadow 
puppets. Their performances on the day of culmination, 
themed around "A Mission to Save" (soft puppets), 
"Everyone is a Hero" (stick puppets), and "A Missed      
Opportunity" (shadow puppets), were both impressive 
and captivating. 
            As the coordinator of the Puppetry Club, I        
thoroughly enjoyed witnessing the club's journey and         
discovering the students' multitasking abilities. 
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CRAFT CLUB FOR STD. IV AND V 

TEACHER COORDINATORS: Ms. Bhuvaneswari. S 
and Mrs. Agasthiya .S 

"Crafting is a way to turn your dreams into reality." 

         The Art & Craft Club at our school has provided a 
platform for students to develop their talents, creativity, 
productivity, aesthetic values, and achievements. It aims 
to enhance students' creative skills and artistic talents. 
        The Craft Club, organized by the school                
management, catered to students of Class IV and V,   
meeting every Friday. The club had 40 enthusiastic         
participants. Over the course of 15 sessions, students     
engaged in various activities such as creating greeting 
cards, reusing bags, clay modeling, and craft work for 
decorations. 
        The students thoroughly enjoyed each activity and 
learned the importance of reusing materials creatively. At 
the end of the academic year, students had the opportunity 
to display their creations, showcasing their skills and      
accomplishments. 
        The Coordinators, Ms. Bhuvaneswari. S and        
Mrs. Agasthiya. S, played a pivotal role in organizing and 
guiding the students throughout the club activities. 
        The Craft Club has not only provided a platform for 
creative expression but has also instilled in students the 
value of resourcefulness and environmental consciousness 
through art and craft. 

SUDOKU CLUB FOR STD. IV AND V 

TEACHER COORDINATOR: Mrs. A Padmavathy 

          The Sudoku Club for students in classes 4 and 5 has 
been a platform for learning and skill development. Under 
the guidance of Mrs. A Padmavathi, students have not  
only learned how to play Sudoku but have also honed 
their skills in this engaging game. 
          Throughout the club sessions, students were given 
Sudoku puzzles to solve. This not only helped them      
improve their logical thinking and problem-solving skills 
but also provided an opportunity for socialization.        
Students interacted with each other, discussing strategies 
and forming new friendships based on their common     
interest in Sudoku. 
          As part of the club culmination on February 16th, 
2024, students showcased their learning by explaining the 
origin of Sudoku, its rules, and the amazing benefits of 
playing the game. The culmination was a testament to the 
growth and enthusiasm of the students in the club. 
         The Sudoku Club has been a valuable addition to 
our extracurricular activities, providing students with a 
fun and educational way to enhance their skills and build 
friendships. We look forward to seeing the continued     
success of the club in the future. 

ENGLISH DRAMATIC CLUB FOR                        
STD. VI AND VII 

TEACHER COORDINATORS: Mrs. Lakshmi D and 
Mrs. Sindhuja S 

        The English Dramatics Club for Class VI and VII, 
led by teachers Mrs. Lakshmi D and Mrs. Sindhuja, had a 
fulfilling academic year focusing on developing students' 
acting skills and nurturing creativity. The club explored 
the art of monologues, allowing members to delve into 
diverse characters and emotions. They successfully staged 
short plays like "Some Kings Can Be Cruel," "Aladdin 
and Zebunissa," and "Paapbudhi and Dharmabudhi," 
showcasing their versatility in script interpretation and 
stage presence. Additionally, students took charge of their 
creativity, writing and performing their plays, showcasing 
their storytelling skills and imagination.  
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        The grand culmination on 7th February 2024 marked 
the peak of the club's achievements. Outstanding          
performances in renowned plays such as "The Merchant 
of Venice" and "The Tempest" demonstrated students' 
growth as actors and their dedication to the dramatic arts. 
The English Dramatics Club not only provided a platform 
for talent but also fostered camaraderie and teamwork, 
contributing to the holistic development of students. As 
the academic session concludes, the club looks forward to 
another year of creativity, growth, and memorable         
performances. 

ENGLISH DRAMATIC CLUB FOR                                  
STD. VIII AND IX 

TEACHER COORDINATORS: Mrs. Kumud Mishra 
and Mrs. K. M. Indu 

           
   Meanwhile, the Dramatics 
Club for Class VIII and IX, 
led by teachers Mrs. Kumud 
Mishra and                              
Mrs. K. M. Indu, upholds 
the belief that acting is        

behaving truthfully under imaginary circumstances,          
following Stanford  Meisner's philosophy. Dedicated to 
nurturing students' interest in theater, the club actively 
engages in various activities such as script reading,          
rehearsals, and weekly performances. 
          Key activities encompass script reading and          
analysis, rehearsals, play production, improvisation,  
character building, technical work, audition techniques, 
drama games, reading clubs, scriptwriting, play               
development, and film screenings. Notably, the club           
presented "Breaking Free," a short drama on Social 
Media Addiction, on February 14, 2024. 
          In conclusion, the Dramatics Club at Vana Vani has 
had a fruitful year, showcasing impressive productions, 
participating in educational activities, and engaging with 
the community. Beyond fostering artistic talent, the club 
significantly contributes to the holistic development of 
students, imparting valuable life skills. The anticipation is 
high for another year of creativity, growth, and impactful 
performances in the upcoming academic session. 

GARDENING CLUB 

TEACHER COORDINATORS: Mrs. M. Anuradha 
and Mr. K. Selvakumar 

            The Gardening Club organized a highly impactful 
event on February 21, 2023, that left a lasting impression 
on all attendees. The event featured a diverse plant        
exhibition accompanied by an engaging drama                
performance, both of which highlighted the importance of  
sustainable practices and environmental conservation. 
           The plant exhibition showcased a wide variety of 
plants, each with its ecological significance explained by 
enthusiastic students. Visitors were educated on the role 
of plants in oxygen production, biodiversity conservation, 
and overall environmental health. The exhibition             
successfully conveyed the message of the importance of 
plants in our ecosystem. 
           The highlight of the event was a thought-
provoking drama performance that creatively emphasized 
the urgency of consuming organic foods and the adverse 
effects of deforestation on the environment. The drama 
depicted the consequences of unsustainable practices and 
urged the audience to adopt more eco-friendly habits. 
          Overall, the event was a resounding success,              
effectively conveying the message of sustainability and                           
environmental conservation. The Gardening Club's efforts 
were commendable, and the event served as a reminder of 
the importance of adopting sustainable practices for a 
healthier and greener future. 
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QUIZ CLUB  

TEACHER COORDINATOR: Mrs. B. Parakath 
Sulikamal and Mrs. Sakthi Prabha 

           The Quiz Club at our school is dedicated to         
nurturing students with a talent for quizzing and          
providing them with opportunities to hone their skills in 
this area. The club aims to motivate, inspire, encourage, 
and reward students in their pursuit of knowledge,             
particularly through participation in school-level             
competitions. 
           Club activities cover a wide range of topics,         
including Ministers of Tamil Nadu, Asian countries and 
their capitals, sobriquets and primary names, terminology, 
inventions and inventors, significant firsts in India and 
states of India, as well as capitals and languages. The club 
regularly organizes quiz training sessions and mock tests 
to help students prepare for competitions. 
           The Quiz Club organized an engaging quiz event 
that showcased the intellectual prowess and quick           
thinking of its participants. The event, featuring four 
teams, unfolded in three exhilarating rounds, each         
designed to challenge the teams and entertain the              
audience. 
           The participants, representing their teams,                   
displayed impressive knowledge and strategic thinking 
throughout the event. From answering rapid-fire questions 
to solving intricate puzzles, they navigated through the 
rounds with poise and determination. The atmosphere was 
charged with excitement as each team battled it out, 
showcasing their intellect and teamwork skills. 
           Beyond the competitive aspect, the event also    
fostered a sense of camaraderie among the participants. 
Teams collaborated and supported each other,               
highlighting the Quiz Club's commitment to promoting 
not only intellectual growth but also teamwork and 
sportsmanship. 
           In conclusion, the Quiz Club's event was a          
resounding success, not just in terms of the intellectual 
challenge it provided but also in the spirit of camaraderie 
and healthy competition it nurtured among the                 

participants. The Quiz Club continues to be a beacon of 
intellectual stimulation and teamwork within our school 
community. 

AEROBICS CLUB 

TEACHER COORDINATOR: Mrs. S. Sasirekha 

           In a vibrant display of vitality, the Aerobics         
students showcase their skills and enthusiasm in a          
performance that captivated the audience. The event had 
seamlessly blended dynamic Aerobic Dance routines with 
thorough warm-up sessions, highlighting the students' 
dedication to fitness and their commitment to leading a 
healthy lifestyle. 
           The performance was a testament to the students' 
physical prowess, featuring synchronized movements, 
jumps, and cardio exercises that demonstrated their agility 
and stamina. The energetic display not only entertained 
the audience but also underscored the significance of     
incorporating fitness routines into daily life. 
           The event served as a reminder of the many         
benefits of aerobic activities for overall health, including 
improved cardiovascular endurance, increased flexibility, 
and enhanced mood. It also highlighted the importance of 
regular exercise in maintaining a healthy lifestyle. 
           In conclusion, the Aerobics performance was a  
resounding success, showcasing the students' talent,      
dedication, and enthusiasm for fitness. The event was not 
only entertaining but also served as an inspiration for  
others to prioritize their health and incorporate fitness    
activities into their daily routines. 
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TAMIL DRAMATICS CLUB -  STD VI AND VII  
TEACHER COORDINATOR: MRS N. JAYANTHI 

            தமிழ்த்தாய் வாழ்த்துடன் நிகழ்சச்ி 
ஆரம்பமானது. ஏழாம் வகுப்பு மாணவி        
“தமிழர ் திருநாளிை் உழவர ் உரிலம முழக்கம்” 
என்ற தலைப்பிை் உலரயாற்றினார.் 

மூடநம்பிக்லகலய ஒழிப்பபாம்! என்ற 

தலைப்பிை் “நாடகம்” ஒன்று நடத்தப்பட்டது. 
தமிழ் குழு மாணவரக்ள் அலனவரும் பங்பகற்று 
சிறப்பாக நடித்தனர.்  

TAMIL DRAMATICS CLUB -  STD VIII AND IX 

TEACHER COORDINATOR: Mrs. C.Santhi and            
Mr. Sasikumar 

             இவ்வாண்டு தமிழ் நாடகக் குழு சாரப்ாக 
நாடகக் குழு மொணவரக்ள் 
இறுதிசச்ுற்று  நொடகம்  மமடடயில் நடி ்துக் 

கொட்டப்பட்டது. இதில் 8 மற்றும் 9 ஆம் 

மாணவரக்ள்  கைந்து சகாண்டு "பவற்றுலம நீங்கி 

ஒற்றுலமயுடன்  வாழபவண்டும்" என்ற கருத்லத 

வலியுறுத்தி நடித்துக் காட்டினர.் 

THE COOKERY CLUB CULMINATION 

TEACHER COORDINATOR:  
Mrs. Indra Raghukumar and Mrs. Reji Monson 

             The Culmination of the Cookery Club for              
Classes 8 and 9 was a delightful showcase of the students'         
culinary skills developed throughout the year. The event 
began with a detailed report presentation, outlining the 
club's activities and achievements. A dynamic PowerPoint 
presentation highlighted a variety of dishes crafted during 
the club sessions. 
            A captivating video documented the students' 
hands-on experiences in the kitchen, illustrating their  
dedication and teamwork. The event featured a splendid 
display of diverse food items, with each dish introduced 
by team members emphasizing its nutritive value and    
culinary techniques. 
           The highlight of the event was the tasting session, 
allowing fellow students from Classes 8 and 9 to savor 
the delectable creations. This event not only celebrated 
culinary talents but also promoted healthy eating habits 
and teamwork, making it a memorable conclusion to the 
Cookery Club. 
CARPENTRY CLUB 

TEACHER COORDINATOR:                                    
Mr. K. Sathya Sayi Nathan 

 

           Students of class 
VIII and IX were provided 
with the opportunity to 
learn and practice fixing a 
table, chair, and other tools 
in the Carpentry club. They         
engaged in hands-on         
activities to dismantle and 

reassemble these items.         Under the guidance of Tamil 
teacher Mr. K. Sathya Sayi Nathan and                                 
MR. K. Narayanan who serves as the coordinators of the 
group, the students actively participated in acquiring 
practical skills related to carpentry. The initiative aims to 
empower students not only with academic knowledge but 
also with practical skills. 
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CROCHET CLUB 

TEACHER COORDINATORS: Mrs. Abirami V and 
Mrs. Libiya Roslin  

            The Crochet Club, a vibrant community of craft 
enthusiasts, has been a hub of creativity and camaraderie 
for its members since its inception. This report delves into 
the activities, impact, and dynamics of the Crochet Club, 
highlighting its role in fostering a love for crochet and 
building lasting friendships among its members. 
           The Crochet Club meets weekly at school, where 
members gather to work on their crochet projects, share 
tips and techniques, and engage in lively discussions.   
Students have learned to crochet various items, including 
circles, flowers, stars, squares, roses, wall hangings, 
hearts, shoulder bags, phone bags, baskets, chains,     
bracelets, and earrings. Additionally, they have explored 
the art of crocheting wire baskets. 
           The Crochet Club has had a profound impact on its 
members, both personally and socially. Many members 
cite the club as a source of relaxation and stress relief, as 
crochet is known for its therapeutic benefits. Additionally, 
the club has provided a platform for members to         
showcase their creativity, learn new skills, and gain a 
sense of accomplishment through their projects. 
           One of the key aspects of the Crochet Club is its 
role in building a sense of community among its         
members. Through shared interests and a passion for     
crochet, members have formed lasting friendships and 
support networks. The club has also been instrumental in 
bringing together people from diverse backgrounds and 
fostering a spirit of inclusivity and acceptance. 
          The Crochet Club stands as a shining example of 
how a shared passion for a craft can bring people          
together, foster creativity, and create a sense of belonging. 

With its welcoming atmosphere and dedication to its 
members, the Crochet Club is sure to continue thriving as 
a vibrant community for years to come. 

ELECTRICAL AND PLUMBING CLUB FOR           
STD, VIII AND IX 

TEACHER COORDINATORS: Mrs.Srilatha N and 
Mr.Sampath Kumar 

ASSISTING STAFF : Mr.Vinoth Kumar 

 

          The Electrical and Plumbing Club for Class 8 and 9 
has provided an interactive and practical learning           
experience for students. Weekly sessions involved         
hands-on activities such as creating circuits and junction 
boxes, offering valuable insights into electrical wiring and 
plumbing principles. Students actively participated in 
these activities, showcasing enthusiasm and a sense of 
responsibility by bringing required materials.                    
Additionally, PowerPoint presentations augmented their 
knowledge about tools and techniques in these fields. The 
club successfully fostered a holistic understanding of 
electrical and plumbing concepts, combining theoretical 
knowledge with practical applications. 

LIFE SKILLS CLUB: EMPOWERING MIDDLE 
SCHOOL STUDENTS 

TEACHER COORDINATORS:  
Mrs. M.Vijayalakshmi and Ms. Nivitha Shri 
 

           The Life Skills Club was initiated in our school to 
equip students in grades 6th, 7th, and 8th with essential 
life skills necessary for personal growth and success. The 
club aimed to foster a supportive environment where     
students could learn, practice, and apply life skills in     
various aspects of their lives. 
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            The club conducted weekly two periods covering 
a wide range of life skills such as communication,       
problem-solving, decision-making, time management, and 
emotional intelligence. These classes were interactive and 
engaging, incorporating group discussions, role-plays and 
hands-on activities. Students participated in skill-building 
exercises designed to enhance their abilities in critical 
thinking, creativity, leadership, and teamwork. These     
activities encouraged collaboration and peer learning,   
fostering a sense of camaraderie among club members. 
          Through various activities and discussions,           
students developed critical thinking skills and learned 
how to approach problems analytically, evaluate different 
solutions, and make informed decisions. The club            
activities helped students recognize and understand their 
emotions better, manage stress and anxiety, and develop 
empathy and resilience. 
          The Life Skills Club introduced students to basic 
household tasks such as cooking, cleaning, laundry, and 
home maintenance. These activities aimed to teach        
students essential life skills to help them become more 
self-sufficient and responsible. Students learned the      
importance of organization, time management, and        
teamwork in completing household chores effectively.          
Students participated in activities focused on cleaning and 
organizing their living spaces. They learned how to      
declutter, organize their belongings, and maintain a clean 
and tidy environment. These skills not only promote a 
sense of responsibility but also contribute to creating a 
conducive space for studying and relaxation. 
           The Life Skills Club also offered sessions on           
various handcrafts. Engaging in creative activities not    
only provides students with a productive outlet for           
self-expression but also enhances their fine motor skills 
and fosters creativity and problem-solving abilities. In 
addition to household activities and handcrafts, students 
were educated about the importance of environmental 
sustainability.  

           They learned about recycling, upcycling, and      
reducing waste through hands-on projects such as creating 
eco-friendly crafts from recycled materials. These            
activities instilled a sense of responsibility towards the 
environment and encouraged students to adopt                      
eco-friendly practices in their daily lives. 
           The Life Skills Club focused on educating students 
about the processes and procedures involved in banking. 
The objective was to equip students with practical 
knowledge that is essential for managing their finances 
effectively in the future. Through interactive activities and 
informative sessions, students gained insights into various 
aspects of banking, including account management,    
transactions, and financial literacy. 
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          Students were given scenarios involving various 
banking transactions such as depositing money,           
withdrawing cash, and transferring funds. They had to 
identify the appropriate steps involved in each transaction 
and understand the associated fees and charges. This      
activity enhanced their understanding of common banking 
procedures and instilled confidence in conducting              
financial transactions. In today's digital age, online              
banking is becoming increasingly prevalent. Therefore, 
students were provided with a tutorial on how to use 
online  banking services safely and efficiently. They 
learned how to check account balances, pay bills, and set 
up automatic payments. This session emphasized the             
importance of cybersecurity and the need to protect               
personal banking information online. Beyond the         
technical aspects of banking, the club also facilitated      
discussions on financial literacy. Students learned about 
concepts such as budgeting, saving, and investing. They 
discussed the importance of financial planning and were 
encouraged to develop responsible money management 
habits from a young age. 

BHARAT SCOUTS AND GUIDES CLUB 

TEACHER COORDINATORS: Mrs. P. Nirmala and 
Dr. B. Varadharajan 

            During the academic year 2023-2024, Bharat 
Scouts and Guides played a pivotal role in shaping the 
character and fostering the holistic development of         
students in classes 7-9. The activities commenced with a 
focus on the fundamental elements of scouting,                
emphasizing the motto "Be Prepared," the Scout and 
Guides promise, and associated rituals like handshakes, 
salutes, roll calls, and flag hoisting. The Vanavani Unit 
organized a transformative 2-day camp on August 25th

-

26th, 2023, hosting 39 students. This immersive             

experience featured talent showcases in dance, drama, and 
music, delivering messages of Peace, Harmony, Wisdom, 
and Humility. The camp included hands-on activities such 
as flag-related skills, woodcraft, knots, and tent making, 
enhancing the students' practical scouting skills. A beach 
walk and a yoga session provided a well-rounded           
experience. The camp concluded at 3:30 p.m. on August 
26th, leaving a lasting impact on participants, fostering 
personal growth, teamwork, and instilling core Scout     
values. Looking forward, the success of this camp          
underscores the importance of continuing such initiatives 
in the future, contributing to the overall development of 
students. 

TAILORING CLUB 

TEACHER COORDINATOR: Mrs. E. Gitanjali 
 

           The Tailoring Club, 
comprising girls from     
classes VIII and IX,          
focused on Kaja and button 
stitching,         emphasizing 
simple frocks like umbrella 
cutting and frilled frocks. 

The club aimed at providing a fun-filled learning            
experience. Culminating in a Club Culmination Day, the 
event showcased the girls' creativity through a display of 
beautifully crafted frocks. The students not  only learned 
valuable skills but also developed a passion for              
expressing themselves through fabric and design. The      
Tailoring Club stands as a testament to the success of a 
year dedicated to nurturing creativity and skill               
development. 
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MUSIC CLUB  
TEACHER COORDINATOR: Mrs. Ramya 

            The Music Club, dedicated to nurturing students' 
musical talents and encouraging performances, engaged 
in a range of activities throughout the academic year. 
These activities included rendering musical notes for the 
school prayer, national anthem, national song, Saraswati 
Vandana, folk songs, classical songs, and more. On the 
Culmination Day, students showcased their diverse            
musical abilities by performing various songs, including 
the captivating "Kavadi Sindhu" , Shankarabaranam 
Ragam, Mayamalavagowla Ragam The event not only 
celebrated their musical achievements but also              
highlighted the club's commitment to fostering a love for 
music among the students.  

February 23, 2023 

BREAST CANCER AWARENESS WORKSHOP FOR 
TEACHERS 

           Our school organized a crucial Breast Cancer 
Awareness Workshop for teachers on February 23rd, 
2024, coordinated by Mrs. Nirmala P. The event aimed to 
educate educators about breast cancer prevention and 
treatment. 
           Guest doctors, Dr. Swathi Prakash (MBBS, MS in 
General Surgery, MCh in Breast & Endocrine Surgery 
from AIIMS, New Delhi) and Dr. Sathish, an alumnus of 
our school, graced the occasion. Dr. Swathi Prakash      
provided valuable insights into breast cancer, covering 
topics such as prevention measures, early detection, and 
available treatments. 
          The workshop was an interactive session where 
teachers had the opportunity to ask questions and clarify 
doubts. Dr. Swathi Prakash's expertise and Dr. Sathish's 

personal connection to the school created a meaningful 
and informative experience for the teachers. 

          This initiative not only raised awareness about 
breast cancer but also equipped teachers with knowledge 
to promote preventive measures and support those        
affected by the disease. The Breast Cancer Awareness       
Workshop was a significant step towards creating a health
-conscious and informed school community.  

February 27, 2024 

NATIONAL MATHEMATICS DAY -                    
COMPETITIONS 

           On January 19, 2024, National Mathematics Day 
was celebrated to honor the birth anniversary of the       
legendary Indian mathematician Srinivasa Ramanujan. 
The event focused on promoting the significance of    
mathematics in daily life. Competitive events for classes 
6, 7, and 8 were held, challenging students with problem-

solving tasks. On February 27th winners were recognized 
with certificates and prizes to motivate and appreciate 
their mathematical prowess. Overall, the day successfully 
inspired a love for mathematics among students and   
highlighted its vital role in various fields. 

The results are as follows: 

STD VI - MATH CRAFT   

CLASS/SEC PLACE NAME OF THE STUDENT 

VI A  FIRST  BAVESH V  

VI A         SECOND  DARSHAN R  

VI A  THIRD SUJAY KUMAR P  

VI B  FIRST  DHANALAKSHMI T 

VI B  SECOND ASHRITH B  

VI B THIRD  ILAVENBA S  

VI C FIRST  SAGITHYAN S  

VI C  SECOND  SADHURYA S  

VI C  THIRD  SAI ANISH M  
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STD VII - VANAVANI TRAVEL GRAPH  

STD VIII - MATH CROSS WORD PUZZLE  

PUBLIC SPEAKING 

 

           On 27/02/24, 28/02/24, and 29/02/24, Std IX      
students were provided with the opportunity to showcase 
their public speaking talents during zero periods. Each 
student earnestly utilized this chance, putting forth their 
best efforts in delivering speeches. A review of the 
speeches was conducted, offering constructive feedback 
for improvement. This initiative not only allowed students 
to express themselves but also contributed to their growth 
and development in public speaking skills. 

           Currently, Std VIII students at our school are       
actively participating in public speaking sessions during 
zero periods on 27/02/24, 28/02/24, and 29/02/24. This 
initiative is providing them with a valuable platform to 
express themselves and receive constructive feedback for 
improvement. The students are engaging in delivering 
speeches on diverse topics, with English teachers actively 
guiding and correcting them to refine their speech                
delivery. The ongoing sessions reflect the students'                
sincere efforts, and after each speech, a comprehensive 
review is taking place to offer constructive feedback and 
encourage a culture of continuous improvement.  
    
         The school is committed to sustaining such               
initiatives, ensuring that students continue to enhance 
their essential skills throughout their academic journey. 

BOARD PRACTICAL EXAM 

         The board practical exams for Std XI and XII took 
place from 12.02.2024 to 15.02.2024. Additionally, the 
board practical exam for Std X was conducted on 
26.02.2024. 

CLASS/SEC PLACE NAME OF THE STUDENT 

VII A  FIRST  MATTHEW M  

VIIA                 

    

SECOND  HARINI R V  

VII A  THIRD KARTHIKEYAN S S  

VII B  FIRST  SAI JAYANI R  

VII B  SECOND SASINDRAN V 

VII B THIRD  SHRUTHI R  

VII C  FIRST  AKARSHANA C 

VII C  SECOND  LAVANYA B  

VII C  THIRD  TAMILSELVAN J  

CLASS/SEC PLACE NAME OF THE STUDENT 

 VIII A  FIRST  MANIMALATHI S 

VIII A                SECOND  AKSHAYA S  

VIII A  THIRD SRI EASHWAR J  

VIII B  FIRST  PRATIKSHA S 

VIII B  SECOND SURABI M  

VIII B THIRD  YUVAN SAI P  

VIII C  FIRST  HARI PRASATH M  

VIII C  SECOND  TARIKA G  

VIII C  THIRD  THANUSHKAA P   
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CELEBRATING 100 DAYS OF CYCLING TO 
SCHOOL: CERTIFICATES AWARDED TO         
DEDICATED STUDENTS 

          In celebration of a hundred days of cycling to 
school, certificates were awarded to students who          
embraced the challenge with dedication and enthusiasm. 
Mrs. E. Gitanjali, teacher coordinator of this program, 
played a key role in making the celebration of a hundred 
days of cycling to school a big success. She led the               
initiative with passion, encouraging students to embrace 
the challenge wholeheartedly.  The initiative aimed to 
promote a healthier lifestyle and eco-friendly commuting. 
The certificates recognized each student's commitment 
and perseverance, fostering a sense of achievement and 
community spirit. 

STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENT 

 

CSI COMPUTER EXAM 

          Gopi Krishna E D, a student of class 12 A, and      
Sri Kavya, from class 12 C, were honored for securing the 
first and third positions, respectively, in the model exam 
organized by the Computer Society of India. The       
recognition ceremony was graced by Mr. H. R. Mohan, 
the esteemed Chief Guest for the event, who presented 
them with their well-deserved prizes, acknowledging their 
outstanding achievements. 

IOCL QUIZ 

           Indian Oil Corporation of India conducted Indian 
oil science Quiz at Hindu senior secondary school, Adyar 
on 6/2/24. Our school students participated and got         
special mention for their presentation. 

IWMA 

           Bhargavi, Saraswathi P and Vishva shree B of      
std XI, along with Mrs. Indraraghukumar attended the 1st 
Mentoring Session conducted by IWMA-IITM at IC&SR 
Auditorium, IITM on 6.10.23 from 8.30 am to 5 pm. 
           They presented a project on the topic " Our take 
on conservation for next generation”  They were      
selected for the finals, which will be conducted on 10th 
February 2024. 
          On 10th February they attended the finals and       
received participation certificates. 
 

FUTURE KALAM'S BOOK OF RECORDS 

          In an extraordinary feat of skill and unity,            
Rithika P, a student from Class VII C, has achieved a 
Certificate of Achievement in "Future Kalam's Book of 
Records." Rithika participated in a mass world record 
attempt, joining numerous silambam enthusiasts in               
performing 100 different forms of the traditional 
silambam game methods. The event, held on January 7, 
2024, at Madha Medical College in Kundrathur, Chennai, 
not only showcased Rithika's dedication to the art but also 
celebrated the spirit of Pongal festival. This                               
accomplishment reflects not only Rithika's individual      
excellence but also her contribution to a collective          
endeavor that promotes cultural heritage and community                     
engagement. Congratulations to Rithika P for this                  
remarkable achievement.  

ABACUS CHAMPIONS 

   In an Abacus competition 
by the Global Association 
of Japanese Soroban & 
Mental Arithmetic - India at     
Mountfort Matriculation 
Hr. Sec. School,                  
P. Hashwanth from Class 
6A secured the 3rd prize, 
displaying commendable 

skills. Simultaneously, P. Joshini of Class 2C emerged as 
the champion, securing the 1st prize with her remarkable     
performance. 
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INTER DOJO CHAMPION 

        At the Divine Karate 5th 
Inter Dojo Championship held 
on February 2, 2024, M. 
Tejeshwar from Class VIII B 
showcased exemplary                
enthusiasm and skill.               
Participating in the Boys    
Kata for the 12-13 years     
category, his outstanding     

performance earned him a well-deserved second place, 
marking a notable achievement in the competition. 
 

AN IMPRESSIVE ACHIEVEMENT OF                      
S. SUMANESH OF I C 

         S. Sumanesh from Class 1C showcased exceptional 
talent by securing the 3rd place in the 50 meters running 
competition held at Tamil Nadu Sports University,           
Kombai Sports Academy on February 3, 2024. His                   
remarkable achievement reflects his dedication and        
prowess in sports at such a young age. 
 

REVENUE DISTRICT CHAMPIONS 

         Minishaa S from class 
VIII B demonstrated                     
remarkable athleticism by           
participating in the Republic 
Day Games and Sports,            
Revenue District competition 
at Don Bosco Matriculation 
Higher Secondary School,           

Egmore. She secured the third place in the Short Put event 
under the 14 categories. Her achievement reflects both 
dedication and talent in the field of sports. 

 

        S Lakshita from class 
VIII C participated in the   
Bharathiyar Day/Republic 
Day event and secured third 
place, earning a bronze medal 
in the 600-meter race in the 
Revenue District- Chennai. 

SEVENTH YOUTH HEALTH MELA 2024 

          The 7th Youth Health 
Mela, organized by the 
Adyar Cancer Institute on 
February 15, 2024, was a 
great success. Thiru Anbil 
Mahesh Poyyamozhi, the 
chief guest, graced the event. 

Students from Vana Vani participated enthusiastically and 
showcased their talents, winning prizes in various           
competitions. 
Off-stage, Imayavaramban J U from 9-A secured the 
1st place in Photography with the theme 'Curse of the 
"Use and Throw" Culture'. 

 

   Ramya G from 9-A won 
first place in Slogan        
Writing. 
 

 

      On stage, the team of 
Pavithra R M (9-C),                
Vibusha M (9-C), and 
Shamyukta N (9-A) 
showed their creativity and 
clinched the 2nd place in 
Adzap, competing against 
four other schools. 

           Congratulations to all the winners for their               
outstanding performances! 
GIRL TALKS 2024- A MASSIVE TALKATHON FOR 
CIRLS 

           The first round of Girl TALKS 2024 (A Massive 
TALKATHON for Girls, organized by Chennai Institute 
of Technology) was conducted in our school on 8th              
February, for girls belonging to classes 9 and 10. The   
winner, Moumita Anbuchelvan participated in the                     
Regional Level on 24th February 2024. 
 

Level 1 Results 

FIRST PRIZE :      MOUMITA  ANBUCHELVAN  -X B  

SECOND PRIZE : CHUDARVIZHI . D - IX B  

THIRD PRIZE :     ADELINE MARY .N  - IX B  
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Research Science Initiative - (RSIC) 
           Netra K of class XI has been shortlisted for         
Research Science Initiative - (RSIC) , Chennai a summer 
programme 2024 which has helped to initiate, encourage 
and nurture interest in science and scientific temper in a 
large body of RSIC alumni. This programme is highly 
enriching and nurtures young curious minds and enthuses 
them to view academics through a different lens by 

instilling scientific thinking. 
Report on English Literary Competition Prize             
Distribution 

The Prize Distribution Ceremony for the Primary 
English Literary Competition was held on February 26th, 
2024, to celebrated the remarkable achievements of our 
students in various literary competitions conducted.            
Certificates of achievement were presented to all winners 
to acknowledge their efforts and contributions to the                
literary competitions. In addition to certificates, winners 
were presented books as tokens of appreciation and                    
encouragement. We congratulate all our winners for this 
winning streak.  

 

 

 

Written Competition – Winners 

              Std 1                    My Favourite Toy 

Class/ Sec Prize Winners Position 

1B Mahrifa Parveen.M  I 
1B Ponvelsivan .P.B II 
1A Ameya Krishnan.A.R III 

             Std 2                     At The Beach 

Class/ Sec Prize Winners Position 

2B Anahita Yadav I 
2B Devendhra .R II 
2B Hemikaa.R.R III 

             Std 3                     My School Carnival 
Class/ Sec Prize Winners Position 

3A Shreya Sri A I 
3C Pavika. G II 
3B Pragya .M  III 

            Std 4                      A Suspense Story 

Class/ Sec Prize Winners Position 

4C Meghaa V S I 
4C Arnav Sharma II 
4C Premnath S III 
Std 5                      Poem Writing - My Friend 

Class/ Sec Prize Winners Position 

5C Navilan.R I 
5B Prajith.S II 
5B Karthikha.Y III 

Oral Competition – Winners 

Std 1                 Enact a Panchatantra Character 

Class/ Sec Prize Winners Position 

1A Sanjeev.R I 
1B Andrew Sam Daniel II 
1A Varun Advik.S III 

Std 2                      Story Telling 

Class/ Sec Prize Winners Position 

2B Ridheshwaran.C I 
2A Yashwanth.B II 
2B Anahita Yadav III 

 Std 3                       Poem Recitation 

Class/ Sec Prize Winners Position 

3B Grahita Nanjappa I 
3C Sai Abhinaav R S II 
3A Ameera Shree S M III 

 Std 4                     Elocution- I am a tourist guide 

Class/ Sec Prize Winners Position 

4C Lakshay P I 
4C Arnav Sharma II 
4A Pragadeeshwaran.V III 

  Std 5      Elocution - Today a reader, tomorrow a leader 

Class/ Sec Prize Winners Position 

5B Suraj.V I 
5B Shiphrah.S II 
5A Ashmitha.A III 

Spell - Bee – Winners 

Std 1                    Spell Bee 

Class/ Sec Prize Winners Position 

1C Vaishnavi K I 

1B Mahrifa Parveen.M II 

1A Adhithi . S III 

Std 2                      Spell Bee 

Class/ Sec Prize Winners Position 

2C Paavai.S I 

2B Devendhra. R II 

2C Ishaan Ganesh.A III 

Std 3                      Spell Bee 

Class/ Sec Prize Winners Position 

3C Harish Mithran.M I 

3A Ameera Shree.S.M II 

3B Daswanth. A. K III 

Std 4                       Spell Bee 

Class/ Sec Prize Winners Position 

4C Arnav Sharma I 

4C Dheeran.J.R II 

4A Surya. J III 

Std 5                       Spell Bee 

Class/ Sec Prize Winners Position 

5B Karthikha.Y I 

5A Ashmitha. A II 

5B Suraj.V 
III 
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National Mathematics Day Prize Distribution Report:  

         The National Mathematics Day (NMD) is observed 
on December 22 each year. It is celebrated to              
commemorate the birth anniversary of the great Indian 
mathematician Srinivasa Ramanujan and his                 
contributions to the field of mathematics. The main       
objective behind the celebration is to foster awareness 
among individuals about the pivotal role mathematics 
plays in the advancement of humanity. 

        On account of this celebration our school primary 
section conducted Competition for the students of classes 
1 to 5 on 31st January 2024. The following were the     
winners of the competitions. Certificates of achievement 
and gifts were presented to all winners as a token of 
recognition for their commendable efforts. 

 

FEBRUARY 29, 2024 

SCIENCE EXPO AT DDGD VAISHNAV COLLEGE  

       IX students from our school visited DDGD Vaishnav 
College for a science expo. Departing at 9 am, they 
reached the college by 10 am. Dr. Pavithra addressed 
them, clarifying doubts. The expo showcased models like 
ARJUN Main Battle Tank Mk-1A, Armoured Recovery 
Vehicle, and more. After refreshments, they left DDGD 
Vaishnav College and returned to school by 12:35 pm. 
The expo left a lasting impact, inspiring their interest in 
science and technology. 

 

 

 

 Reading Marathon 

Class/ Sec Prize Winners Position 

Std 5B Monish Prabu.M I 
Std 4A Pragadeeshwaran.V II 

Competition Std/
Sec 

First place Second Place Third Place 

Maze 

1 A Ameya Krishnan A R Kayal  J R Steven Samuel A 

1 B Maharifa Parveen M  Sashtika S Mariam Jose Anto E 

1 C Vaishnavi.K Tanmathiyan.J Sandipta Mukherjee 

Logical 
Thinking 

2 A Avani Haritha Arun Mitiran.S.R Devdakshan.R 

2 B Anahita Yadav Hemikaa.R.R Devandra . R 

2 C Paavai.S Shivanya.K Vadlamani Suryansh 

Puzzle  
Colouring 

3 A Shreya Sri S  Sri Lakshan J Pradeesan S 

3 B Pragya.M Lakshitha . I.R Ilan Bharathi .A 

3 C Jeevak.A Ruthvik Kishore.S Nithin Subash 

Find the 
Rule 

4 A Varshith .L Hareendhar Sai.P    Arunthathi.P 

4 B Mohith.S Harini.V Carol Rebekah.S 

4 C Arnav Sharma Yoeshwein Joe Miller M Ava Paul Nayattil 

Problem 
solving 

5 A Selvesh.M Sudeesh.S Indrajith Senan.V 

5 B Suraj.v Karthikha.y Aaghnaya.R.S 

5 C Sainthavi.S Raja Priyanth.P Vipula Isabel.V 
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